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State, counties toil over pandemic response plans
BY SARA FOSS
Gazette Reporter
For years, scientists have warned that
the world is due — if not overdue — for a
global flu pandemic.
And with avian influenza spreading
abroad, health officials are preparing for
the worst.
In New York, the state Department of
Health, county health departments and
hospitals are developing detailed plans
for responding to a flu pandemic.
“There will be a pandemic,” said Loui-

se-Anne McNutt, an associate professor
of epidemiology at the State University of
New York at Albany. “We don’t know if
the avian flu will turn into that pandemic.
Pandemics are like hurricanes or tornadoes — they’re inevitable, but it’s difficult to predict when and where.”
Although the New York State Department of Health did not respond to questions about flu preparation from the Sunday Gazette, county health officials said
they expect the state’s plan for dealing
with a flu pandemic to be completed by

ALSO INSIDE
FLU VIRUS is now resistant to two commonly prescribed drugs, CDC says. A5

early February. A federal plan containing
broad guidelines was released in December.
All counties have emergency preparedness plans on the books, but right now
they are in the process of drafting blueprints for dealing with the flu to enhance
those plans. These documents will out-

SCHENECTADY PLANS

County, between 1,500 and 2,000 people
would need to be hospitalized in the
event of a pandemic. In the works is a detailed plan for how to care for everyone
who becomes infected.

In Schenectady County, six committees
comprised of county officials, hospitals
and private physicians are meeting regularly. Dr. Russell Fricke, the county’s
health commissioner, said a lot of the
work is focused on how to contain and
manage a flu pandemic.
Fricke estimates that in Schenectady

People who are mildly ill would be restricted to their homes, but would receive
regular visits from a nurse. Those who are
a little sicker would be moved to an “infection control facility,” a place with between 100 and 200 beds. Fricke would not
See PANDEMIC, page A9

line a coordinated response to a pandemic, one that involves hospitals, nursing
homes, police departments and other
agencies.

Deadly
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sparks
protest

Service with a smile

Pakistan says U.S.
missed terrorist,
killed 17 villagers
BY GRIFF WITTE and KAMRAN KHAN
The Washington Post
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Tammy Crawford, one of several town of Ballston military members recognized for serving in the Middle East, gets a hug from her brother,
firefighter Scott Crawford, following a ceremony held Saturday in the Ballston Town Hall. Story on page B3.

Medicare program’s first week ‘a mess’
BY JUDY PATRICK
Gazette Reporter
Eugenia Lane of Schenectady admits that at first, she was intimidated
by Medicare Part D, the federal government’s new prescription program
for the elderly.
“But I also was motivated,” said
Lane, who at 85 still walks three miles
a day. She’s spent the past several
months researching the program, and
on Friday, she was among those sort-

ing through the details with counselors from Schenectady County Senior
& Long Term Care Services.
More than twice the expected
number of people showed up at the
meeting, one being repeated a thousandfold across the nation as the
Medicare program, begun Jan. 1, gets
under way.
Struggles have marked the program’s first days. Consumers, pharmacists, advocates for the poor and
nursing home operators were among

Can a pill dim a
painful memory?
It’s not far-fetched — testing has begun
BY MARILYNN MARCHIONE
The Associated Press
Suppose you could erase bad
memories from your mind. Suppose, as in a recent movie, your
brain could be wiped clean of sad
and traumatic thoughts.
That is science fiction. But realworld scientists are working on
the next best thing. They have
been testing a pill that, when given after a traumatic event like
rape, may make the resulting
memories less painful and intense.
Will it work? It is too soon to
say. Still, it is not far-fetched to
think that this drug someday
might be passed out along with
blankets and food at emergency
shelters after disasters like the

tsunami or Hurricane Katrina.
Psychiatrist Hilary Klein could
have offered it to the man she
treated at a St. Louis shelter over
the Labor Day weekend. He had
fled New Orleans and was so distraught over not knowing where
his sisters were that others had to
tell Klein his story.
“This man could not even give
his name, he was in such distress.
All he could do was cry,” she said.

those continuing to complain last
week about problems getting people
the prescription drugs they needed.
“It’s a disaster, a real mess,” said an
83-year-old retired RPI professor,
who asked that his name not be used.
“I say we should all vote against the
congressional people who devised
this system.”
“It’s a mess,” said Amy Button, director of the New York Statewide
Senior Action Council’s Medicare/
EPIC program. “There’s a very size-

able list of problems, the most urgent
involving the people on Medicare and
Medicaid.”
“We’re being flooded with calls
from people no longer able to get
their prescriptions filled,” said Deane
Beebe of the Medicare Rights Center,
a nonprofit advocacy organization.
“It’s a big problem,” said Bill Van
Slyke, spokesman for the Healthcare
Association of New York State. “Our
See MEDICARE, page A8

KABUL, Afghanistan — Pakistani officials said Saturday that a U.S. missile strike intended to kill al-Qaida deputy Ayman al-Zawahri had missed its target
but killed 17 people, including six women and six
children.
Tens of thousands of Pakistanis staged an angry
anti-American protest near the remote village of
Damadola, about 120 miles northwest of Islamabad,
where Friday’s attack took place. According to witnesses, the demonstrators shouted, “Death to America!” and “Death to Musharraf!”
— referring to Pakistan’s president, Gen. Pervez Musharraf —
and the offices of at least one
U.S.-backed aid organization
were ransacked and set ablaze.
In Washington, U.S. intelligence sources said it was too
early to know whether the strike
al-Zawahri
had killed al-Zawahri, 54, an
Egyptian physician who is al-Qaida leader Osama bin Laden’s top aide. “The outcome
of this doesn’t seem decided,” said a source who
spoke on condition of anonymity.
U.S. officials defended the strike, saying it was the
right course of action based on timely intelligence
about al-Zawahri’s whereabouts early Friday. Al-Zawahri had been under surveillance by the CIA for
two weeks, security sources said.
The CIA, which military and intelligence sources
say carried out the attack with a type of unmanned
aircraft called a Predator, declined to comment Saturday.
Local authorities denied that any foreigners had
been present in the area.
“We can say with full authority that those who
See MISS, page A9

Most see progress
for King’s dream

Actress
dies
Actress Shelley
Winters holds a
copy of her
biography in
this 1989 file
photo. The
outspoken film
and television
star, and twotime Academy
Award winner,
died Saturday
at 85. Story on
page A2.

NAACP leader: Movement at standstill
BY WILL LESTER
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Most Americans believe there has been significant progress in achieving
Martin Luther King Jr.’s dream of
racial equality, though blacks are
more skeptical, an AP-Ipsos poll
found.
Racial integration has swept
across much of American life and
blacks have gained economic
ground since the height of the civil rights movement. Two decades
ago, the government established a
federal holiday in honor of the
slain civil rights leader.
On some measures such as annual income, blacks have closed
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Such people often develop posttraumatic stress disorder, or
PTSD, a problem first recognized
in Vietnam War veterans. Only 14
percent to 24 percent of trauma
victims experience long-term
See PILL, page A8
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the gap considerably with whites
over the past few decades, census
figures show. The progress for
blacks may have stalled, however,
and some even fear a possible
backlash.
“We’ve made great progress
over the last 50 years,” said Julian
Bond, national chairman of the
NAACP. “Progress has always
been stop-and-start, and sometimes backup. We’re in a holding
pattern right now.”
Three-quarters of those surveyed say there has been significant progress on achieving King’s
dream. But only 66 percent of
See KING, page A9
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Jones sheds
‘Partridge’
image in
new film
BY BOB THOMAS
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES
hat’s this? The matriarch
of the Partridge family in
bed with a 24-year-old
stud? It happens in “Grandma’s
Boy,” a boisterous comedy produced by Adam Sandler’s company.
“It’s a different role for me,”
laughs Shirley Jones, the star of
“Oklahoma!,” “Carousel,” “Music
Man” and other squeaky-clean
movies.
“People ask me, ‘Why would you
want to do a role like this?’ I say,
‘Look, I’ve been Mrs. Partridge for
many years. Let’s face it: I won an
Academy Award for playing a prostitute in ‘Elmer Gantry.’ This is the
kind of role that at my age [71] it’s
fun to play.”
The fun starts, she related, when
three housemates — played by herself, Shirley Knight and Doris
Roberts — find a jar left in the
kitchen by a previous tenant. The
contents look like tea; so they heat
up a brew. What they’re actually
sipping is hashish. That’s when
things get wild with a group of funloving young men.
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Monkey Gone Mad members Megan Atchley, left, rapper Badi Meccoruri and Brendan McLaughlin rehearse in a fellow Monkey Ian Rafalak’s parent’s
Scotia living room in the shadow of Arya Chowdhury's guitar.

POTENTIAL ANTIDOTE
A possible antidote to “Grandma’s Boy” could be “Hidden
Places,” which airs on the Hallmark
Channel on Jan. 28 at 9 p.m. Being
a Hallmark production, it’s gotta
have heart and nothing to upset the
family.
So appropriately enough, Jones
plays an old lady with glasses, long
gray wig and men’s clothes who
has been banished to a back bedroom by her Depression-era farm
family. When the father dies, his
daughter and two children face losing the farm. Aunt Betty, called
Aunt Batty by her relatives, comes
to the rescue.
From horny grandma to goofy
aunt in the same month — just another chapter in an amazing, unending career that has seen every
form of show business except the
circus.
But who knows — that could be
next.
Shirley Jones lives in a rambling,
hillside house in suburban Encino

Ska-nectady
and beyond
Scattered around the Northeast,
Monkey Gone Mad draws on
many musical influences
BY PHILIP SCHWARTZ
Gazette Reporter
SCOTIA
his could be any living room in
America:
Flowery-patterned
drapes adorn the windows, high
school pictures of the kids on the
mantelpiece.
But in this particular living room on a night
in late December, it’s the cramped rehearsal
space for Monkey Gone Mad, an eight-piece
ska band that years ago grew out of this Schenectady County village.
The house, in a typically quaint, workingclass Scotia neighborhood, belongs to the
bass player’s and the frontman’s parents —
out of town tonight as the band shoehorns itself into the practice space, furniture slid to
the perimeter of the room.
As Monkey Gone Mad irons out final details for a show the following night at Schenectady’s Van Dyck club, it’s clear this is a
group of meticulous sticklers when it comes

T
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Ian Rafalak, on trumpet, and Adam “#2” Siegel, on saxophone lay down the wall of sound while Badi Meccoruri raps
some lyrics during a Monkey Gone Mad rehearsal.

to arrangements. And it’s clear that the band’s
sound has evolved since frontman Ian Rafalak
and guitarist Brendan McLaughlin first
formed Monkey Gone Mad as a straightahead ska/punk trio in 1998.
For the better part of an hour, Ian Rafalak
and his brother, Jason, focus their entire attention on the intro to “Know This,” a new
song written by a 19-year-old Amherst, Mass.,
rapper named Badi, a frequent Monkey Gone
Mad collaborator.
Badi, an unofficial member whose appearances with the band have grown more frequent, is largely responsible for infusing the
hip-hop elements into Monkey. And here, his
hip-hop vocal is laid on top of a tune that at
times ventures toward ’70s funk.
Through the years, as members and a horn
section were added to the original trio —
each player bringing his own bundle of influences and taste — the sound grew into this
pastiche of reggae, hard rock, hip-hop, classic

See JONES, page G3

‘People
ask me,
‘Why
would you
want to
do a role
like this?’. . . This is
the kind of role that at
my age [71] it’s fun to
play.’
SHIRLEY JONES

See BAND, page G3

on her role in ‘Grandma’s Boy’

TELEVISION

Dick Van Dyke looks back on
50 years of stage and TV roles
BY PATRICIA SHERIDAN
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette

F
SCRIPPS HOWARD NEWS SERVICE

Dick Van Dyke and Mary Tyler Moore played
such a convincing couple on “The Dick Van Dyke
Show” that a lot people thought they were
married in real life.

ive-time Emmy award winner
and Tony winner Dick Van
Dyke has been part of the landscape of television for more that
50 years, though he actually was discovered on Broadway.
Van Dyke, now 80, has gone from
playing comedy writer Rob Petrie on
“The Dick Van Dyke Show” to “Diagnosis Murder.”
In between those two TV career
bookends were movies such as “Bye
Bye Birdie,” “Mary Poppins” and
“Chitty Chitty Bang Bang,” as well as

‘There is something childish at my age working when
you don’t really have to. It’s more fun.’
DICK VAN DYKE
the recent made-for-television “Murder 101” on the Hallmark Channel:
Q: The blueprint for “Murder 101” is
the same as “Diagnosis Murder.” So
how did you and your son, Barry, make
the characters different, or did you?
A: It is very similar. We tried very
hard to make the characters different.

We just enjoyed “Diagnosis Murder”
so much we kind of became Laurel and
Hardy. [Laughing] We love working together so much so I said to the people
at Hallmark, “Is there any way we can
do the same show?” There is something childish at my age working when
you don’t really have to. It’s more fun.
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Q: Why is it you’ve not been back on
Broadway?
A: Oh, I don’t know. I got so busy in
television. I did get out on the road
with versions of shows. I was out for
about 10 months with “Music Man” at
one time. I did “Damn Yankees” and
I’ve done “Same Time Next Year,” but,
you know, just in small productions
here and there for the fun of it. I’ve
never been back to Broadway, though.
I’ve been asked. [Laughing]
Q: I was wondering whether all
those pratfalls on “The Dick Van Dyke
Show” caught up with you?
A: Not too bad. I have some symptoms of aging. I probably have a little
arthritis in the spine that I wouldn’t
have if I hadn’t thrown myself around.
But I always fell correctly. I knew how
to tuck and roll from watching my heroes Buster Keaton and Stan Laurel.
[Laughing]
Q: You have been in television for
See VAN DYKE, page G3
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Monkey Gone Mad
performs at the Van
Dyck Restaurant and
Brewery in
Schenectady.
BRUCE SQUIERS/
GAZETTE PHOTOGRAPHER

Band: Monkey Gone Mad overcomes geographic barriers
professional musician from Rochester.
In between, there’s Jason Rafalak
(bass), 28 years old, Pittsburgh resident,
music therapist; Jeff Pierce (keyboards),
25, Pittsburgh resident, chemical engineering student at Carnegie Mellon; Jesse
Winchester (drums), 19, Scotia resident,
flower deliveryman; Brendan McLaughlin (guitar), 24, Schenectady resident, office clerk; Arya Chowdhury (guitar), 29,
Schenectady resident, Web developer.
As far as Ian Rafalak goes, he’s studying jazz at the graduate level at the University of the Arts in Philadelphia. He
rounds out the horn section on trumpet,
in addition to taking lead vocals on several tracks.

Continued from page G1
R&B and funk, all built on a ska base.
“As long as we don’t go into country, I
think we’ll be all right,” McLaughlin, one
of two Monkey guitarists, jokes during a
break at the rehearsal. At this point, the
others remind him of that one bluegrass
guitar lick on the band’s latest album, “Listen . . .,” its first full-length CD.
“Ok, we had a bit of country,” McLaughlin admits, laughing, “but I digress.”
Despite that ever-so-brief country/bluegrass foray, Monkey Gone Mad presents a
multi-faceted sound that stands in stark
contrast to the band’s small-town origins.
But Rafalak, a few days after that rehearsal, says he never gave much thought to the
influence of place on the band’s sound —
or lack of influence for that matter.
“We certainly have influences that go far
beyond that, and it’s hard to pinpoint
where that came from,” said the 23-yearold Rafalak, who is Monkey Gone Mad’s
principal arranger and one of its chief
songwriters. “I always thought it was interesting when Brendan at a really young
age got interested in all this music, like
punk — music that wasn’t around us at all.
How did that happen? He was in, like, third
grade. I’m sure there was no one else he
knew who was into punk.”

LARGE, DIVERSE
Some band members attribute Monkey
Gone Mad’s hodgepodge style simply to
the unwieldy size of the band — get that
many people together and there’s bound to
be a sound that draws from a variety of influences.
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Ian Rafalak, lead singer and trumpet player for Monkey Gone Mad, performs
with the band at the Van Dyck.

In the end, this works to their advantage,
said Marco Haber, an Albany-based percussionist for the soul-funk duo Mudfunk.
“I tell you, they’re playfully surprising with
their music,” said Haber, who appears on
“Listen . . .” with his Mudfunk partner
Sean Rowe. “Their musical style is so diverse. At times, from my personal perspective, there’s even a twist of this kind of
[Frank] Zappa-esque surprise. You have
these abrupt stops. The time signature will

change. They really keep it interesting.”
Just as Monkey Gone Mad’s sound is a
collage, the background of its members
represent a similar kind of variety. Generations are represented. And so are various
geographies: The players, when including
Badi, are spread across three states.
The youngest member: Adam “Number
2” Siegel, a 17-year-old Albany High School
student and sax player. The oldest:
Dean Keller, a 37-year-old sax man and a

TWO CHALLENGES
This geographic spread and musical
eclecticism all amount to Monkey Gone
Mad’s two main challenges: how to keep
a band running when everyone is all over
the Northeast, and how to retain a single,
cohesive voice when fusing everything
from hip-hop to funk.
As for the first, band members are
quick to point out how technology helps.
Web-based message boards mean everyone can communicate more efficiently.
Even songs, when partially written and
recorded, are sent over e-mail so everyone has a chance for input. And for this
year, both Rafalaks say, Monkey Gone
Mad can overcome the geographic barriers to play a gig a month — the focus not
being on the number of shows but on the
quality of the shows.
As for the second, it’s not always simple to make music appear seamless when

putting, say, a hip-hop breakdown in the
middle of a punk tune. Done poorly, it can
come across merely as a contrived attempt to throw a bunch of disparate elements together merely for the sake of creating a different sound. Done well, it can
be new, exciting and fresh, like it’s the
natural evolution of music.
Though he sees Monkey Gone Mad as
doing this well, Rafalak says, the band is
striving to mature musically — to be
tighter and to make transitions smoother,
in a sense, to melt away the boundaries
between styles.
“If you’re being truthful to what you
like and what you feel driven to do, you
can do almost anything,” Rafalak said.
“But you have to respect the music itself
and try to have some authenticity with
the style.”
The opening of “Listen . . .” sums all of
this up nicely. Immediately, the album begins with a classic ska sound — up-tempo, bouncy, summery. But only 10 seconds
in, and the horns and everything else skid
out, as if someone cut the power on a
turntable. Then this languid hip-hop beat
comes in, but only before that slowly
melds into a horn-heavy groove with a
retro jazz/funk feel.
It’s almost as if this is the band’s thesis
statement. Within the first 35 seconds, the
message is clear. It’s as if Monkey Gone
Mad is telling its listeners up front exactly what they’ll hear on the next 13 tracks.
And to merely call it ska would only
scratch the surface.
Reach Gazette reporter Philip Schwartz at
395-3111 or pschwartz@dailygazette.net.
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Van Dyke
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with her husband and manager, former comic Marty Ingels, and three dogs.
The pets bark noisily at an arriving visitor, then
turn downright friendly. When the noise dies down,
Jones settles onto a soft divan for an interview. She’ll
be 72 on March 31 but shows little evidence of her
calendar age except for the snow-white hair, closecut with stylish bangs.
She demonstrated her resilience last summer
when she starred on Broadway in “42nd Street,”
playing opposite her son Patrick Cassidy. “I hadn’t
done a show in 38 years, and I had four songs and
five costume changes,” she remarked. “I’m no kid,
and I said to Patrick, ‘I’m not sure I can make eight
or nine shows a week. I’m not sure I can sing that
much, even though I’m still doing concerts.’ Patrick
said, ‘I’ll take care of you,’ and he did.”

more than 50 years. What is your take on the celebrity culture?
A: Oh, my God, I guess so. Absolutely more than
50. I think [celebrity culture] is completely out of
hand. We’ve become a nation of celebrity worshippers, which I don’t think is a healthy thing. So many
celebrity magazines! Especially kids seem to follow
every move of everybody, and people are stars for no
other reason than that they are stars. That is what
amazes me. You don’t have to do anything.
Q: You seem to be an easygoing guy. Is that true?
A: That’s true, very true. My whole life is kind of a
loose ship. I’m not a well-organized person, and I’ve
always had a little trouble taking myself seriously . .
. [laughing] We don’t allow any neurotics around [on
the set]. You know it comes from the top. If I’m relaxed and enjoying myself, then everybody else does.
Q: Were you ever concerned that working with so
many family members would create stress?
A: No, and it never has. The family all seem to get
along, and I carried that about as far as I could. I’ve
had the grandkids and everyone else on.
Q: You have worked with a lot of funny people.
Who was it hardest to keep a straight face with?
A: Tim Conway. I can’t keep a straight face with
him. He is just one of those guys who just breaks me
up. And my own brother. I find my own brother
breaks me up. He is one of my favorite funny people.
Q: “The Dick Van Dyke Show” was not live television.
A: No, it was three cameras with an audience. It
was on film, but we did it straight through from beginning to end, like a play. There was no sitting
around waiting for lighting and all that stuff, which
is what I hate about making movies. So we had that
audience there, and it was like presenting a little play
every week. I enjoyed live television simply because
the challenge was there. If you made a mistake you
had to somehow cover it right then and there.
Q: You and Mary Tyler Moore were so convincing
as a couple. Did that bother your real wife at the
time?
A: Not seriously. I would come home, and she
would say, “You act exactly the same way you do at
home.” A lot of people thought that Mary and I were
married in real life, which I thought was the ultimate
compliment.

CHILDHOOD ROLES
Jones started her career in her hometown of
Smithton, Pa., where, at age 6, she was the youngest
member of the church choir. She played leads in
high-school musicals and appeared summers at the
Pittsburgh Playhouse. She won the beauty contest
for Miss Pittsburgh and barely missed becoming
Miss Pennsylvania.
In the summer of 1953, on her way to college with
plans for a veterinarian degree, something “incredible” happened.
“I was 17, and I went to an open audition for
Rodgers and Hammerstein, who had three shows on
Broadway and needed replacements,” she recalled.
“I sang for the casting director, and he asked me
what I had done, and I said nothing, really. He said
Richard Rodgers was across the street, and he’d like
Mr. Rodgers to hear me personally.”
Rodgers liked what he heard, and he sent for Oscar Hammerstein. By this time the accompanist had
left, and the pair took Jones across the street to sing
with the City Center Symphony, which was preparing for another company of “Oklahoma!” The girl,
who had never heard a symphony orchestra, much
less sung with one, did three songs from the show
and was offered a contract and a role in the long-running “South Pacific.”
“I thought I should go on to college,” she said,
“but my parents told me, ‘This might be the
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Shirley Knight, Doris Roberts and Shirley Jones, have a laugh after inadvertently drinking tea
laced with marijuana, in a scene from the film “Grandma’s Boy.”

chance of a lifetime; you can always go to college.’ ”
After six months with a minor role in “South Pacific,” Jones learned that R&H had a grander plan for
her: the female lead in the movie version of “Oklahoma!” She did well in an audition but was considered too young and inexperienced.
She was assigned the lead of another R&H show,
“Me and Juliet.” After six months, during which
scores of girls tried out for the role of “Oklahoma’s”
Laurie, Jones was brought back to the production,
sailed through a screen test and was chosen for the
part. She followed with the film version of
“Carousel” and “April Love,” a youth musical with
Pat Boone. Then Hollywood stopped making musicals; they performed well in the United States but
bombed in the all-important European market.
Jones turned to drama, stunning the film trade
with her 1960 performance for “Elmer Gantry.” Later, she turned to television, where she was embraced
by a whole new generation of fans as the mother of

“The Partridge Family” (1970-1974), in which she
starred with her stepson, David Cassidy.

STAYS IN TOUCH WITH ‘PARTRIDGE FAMILY’
She has pleasant memories of the series and keeps
in touch with most of her “family.” “It was a wonderful almost five years,” she said glowingly. “I got
to stay home, raise my kids.” She has three sons from
her marriage to Broadway singer Jack Cassidy, and
now she has seven grandchildren.
Shirley Jones gives no sign of quitting. She is
booked for four concerts in early 2006, some with
symphony orchestras, some with piano accompaniment and clips of her movies. She has regular sessions with a voice coach and pedals several miles
daily on her stationary bicycle.
“I lost 14 pounds doing ‘42nd Street,’ ” she commented, “and I swore I would keep them off. And I
have.”

